
LIGHTNING
BLACKJACK LIVE

PROMOTIONS



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Missions)

MISSION BLACKJACK

Collect 5 BJ's during Promotion period to
unlock €5 extra bonus

SUITED BLACKJACK OF SPADES

Play BJ and win €10 bonus for each Suited
BJ of Spades combination

PAIR OF KINGS

Win €10 bonus if you get dealt a pair on
your initial cards and both cards are Kings

BLACKJACK HUNT

Join the Blackjack Hunt! All Players who
manage to collect 10 BJ's throughout
Promotion period will split 1000 EUR prize
pool

TRIPLE 7's

Hit 3x consecutive 7's on your hand
for a chance to win €100 bonus

6 CARD HAND

Get dealt at least 6 cards without
busting and receive €20 bonus



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Manual Leaderboards)

BLACKJACK RACE

During Promotion collect 1 point for each
BJ dealt on your hand, top players to win
prizes

BLACKJACK RUSH

Collect points and climb the leaderboard
for each € wagered and card combinations:

For every €50 wagered = 1 point

For each hand with score of 21 = 5 points

2021 LEADERBOARD

During Promotion collect 1 point for each
hand with score of 20 or 21, top players to
win prizes

LIGHTNING RACE

Play Lightning Blackjack and collect points
for each multiplied lightning win with
points matching the applied multiplier from
2-25



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Wager/Net Wins)

CASHBACK

Play qualifying games and if you end up on
loosing side receive 10% cashback on loses
up to €20 LIVE RAFFLE

Collect a ticket for each €50 wagered on
qualifying games and participate in a
weekly raffle

*Raffle can be scheduled to take place live
on dedicated table

NET WIN OR WAGER 
LEADERBOARD

Accumulate the most net wins/wager on
qualifying games to secure your place on
the Leaderboard, top players to win prizes



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Reward Games)

LIGHTNING CROSS-SELL

Play at least 50 rounds on Lightning
Roulette with at least €2 total bet per
round for a chance to win €10 Reward
Game bonus on Lightning Blackjack *only
straight-up bets and maximum 26 numbers
covered with bets per round

LIGHTNING CROSS-SELL

Win with lightning number on Lightning
Roulette with at least €2 bet on number
and receive €5 Reward Game bonus on
Lightning Blackjack *maximum 26 numbers
covered per round

LIGHTNING VOUCHER

€5 Reward Game bonus to be
awarded to all Players with activity
on Lightning games during last 2
weeks & positive lifetime value to try
the game




